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THE  BRAUER  GROUP  OF  AN AMITSUR  FIELD

CHAN-NAN  CHANG

Abstract. In this paper we compute the entire Brauer groups

of Amitsur fields (i.e. certain fields of formal power series Km

described in §1); these are interesting generalizations of the Brauer

groups over the fields of local class field theory.

I. Power series fields. Throughout this paper, we assume K is afield of

characteristic zero. Denote by K{t) the field of all formal power series

/>{r} = 2vÈr avt", av e K, r> —oo. Let tu • • ■ , tm be a finite set of indeter-

minates over K. Define successively, K0=K, A^1=K0{i1}, Kj=Kj_1{tj} =

■^{'lK^} " ' ' {'j}- Thus the general element of K¡ has the form:

P{t} = P{tl, ■•-,»,}- 2    I  ■ ■ ■ I v»«i»? • ■ • »7

where ri = ri(vi+1, • • • , v,)> — co for i=\, • ■ ■ ,j— 1, r¡> — oo. Clearly,

each Kj is a field.

If K is an algebraically closed field, the power series field Km is called

an Amitsur field of «i-indeterminates (or simply an Amitsur field). Through-

out this paper we assume K is an algebraically closed field and Km is an

Amitsur field. Let

(1) Pi*} =2        2     • • • 2 «w-jM • ■ • C e Km.
VmSrm Vm-lSrm-l viäri

The smallest exponent vm of tm occurring in any nonzero terms of (1) is

called the order of p{t} and denoted by om(p{t}). Define a valuation | |m

on Km as follows : \p{t}\m=e~~°m{vm) where e is any real number greater than

1. Then | |m is a discrete, nonarchimedian valuation with the ring of

integers Dm=Km_1[[tm\] (the ring of formal powers series over Km_1);

maximal ideal tym={p{t} eOm|om(/?{r})_l} and the residue class field

Rm==£'mltym=Km-i- It is easy to see that A",, has trivial valuation | |0;

Kx is a quasi-finite field (i.e. a field which has no inseparable extension and,

for each «, it has exactly one extension of degree « in its algebraic closure)
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and K2 is a regular local field (i.e. a field which is complete under a dis-

crete, nonarchimedean valuation with a residue class field which is quasi-

finite).

2. The character group of Km. Denote the algebraic closure of the field

L by L" and the Galois group of Lc over L by G(L).

Let Z be the Artin group which is the completion of Z with the topology

of subgroups of finite index. Then Z is a compact, totally disconnected

group which is identical with the projective limit of Z/nZ and is canoni-

cally isomorphic to the product Y~[ Zv over all primes/), Zv the ring of p-

adic integers. If L is a quasi-finite field, then it follows easily that G(L)=Z

[5, §2, p. 198].
By a character over the field L, we mean a homomorphism of G(L)

into Q\Z ( = the rationals mod 1) which is continuous (Krull topology).

Let %(L) be the group of these characters over L. If £ is a quasi-finite field,

then it follows from [5, Proposition 1 and Corollary, p. 197] that %(L)^.

Q\Z. In the following, we use induction on m and the above result to find

*(*„)•

2.1 Lemma. Let p{t} = 1 + 2¿=i <*¡'m e Km where a, e Km_1. Then p{t} e

Kl = {oLn\a. e KJfor every n e Z+.

Proof. Let ?{í}=lTL=itóe^ where fte^; then q{t}n=

l + ZSiVm where rieKm_1 and r — r'^, ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ß^+nßi is a

function of ß±, ß2, ■ ■ • , ßt. Hence there exist ßt, /=1, 2, ■ • • , such that

r¿ = a¿ for all i. Therefore, p{t}=q{t}n e K£.

2.2 Proposition. Every finite extension ofKm is of the form Km(A, T)

where A is algebraic over Km_1 and Tn = a.tmfor some n e Z+ and a. e Km_l.

Proof. Km=Km_1{tm} is complete with respect to the valuation | |m.

The subfield Km_1 is a set of representatives for the residue class field and

since the characteristic is 0, it follows easily from Hensel's lemma that if

L\Km is finite algebraic, then its maximal unramified subfield is of the form

Km(A) with A algebraic over Km_1. Then L\Km(A) is pure ramified, hence

generated by an element 6 with |0"|m=|fm|m where n is the ramification

number; i.e. 0n=a(l-|-7r)fm with a.eKm_1 and 77 an element of L with

|-77-| < 1. in the unique extension of | |m to L.

By Lemma 2.1, which applies here because L is a field of formal power

series in 0, there is a yeL with yn=\-\-n. Set T=dy~1; then /,=

Km(A,T).   Q.E.D.
By induction on m and Proposition 2.2 we get:

2.3 Proposition. Kcm is generated by adjoining roots of the equations

%n=ti, where n is any positive integer and i=\, • • • ,m.
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2.4 Proposition.   G(KïJKJ^QZi z

Proof. Let a be any automorphism of Kcm\Km; it induces an auto-

morphism <r0 on Kcm_1¡Km_l and it is easy to see that we can extend a0 to an

automorphism a' of Kcm\Km by defining a'(Tn)=Tn for every Tn such that

Tl=tm; i.e. a' has the same effect as a on Kcm_x but acts as identity on all

the elements Tn. One easily sees that a—a"a' where a" is the identity on

Tim-ii'm) and maps each Tn into £(cr, n)Tn where £(<x, «) is an nth root of

unity. Since all roots of unity are in K0, it follows that a" and a' commute.

Then automorphisms a' form a subgroup isomorphic to Z and a" a sub-

group isomorphic to G(Kcm_x\Km_x). So our proposition follows.

3. The Brauer group of the Amitsur field Km. Denote the Brauer group

of the field L by B(L). The following theorem of Witt [6] is well known:

Let L be a local field (i.e. a field which is complete in the topology induced

by a discrete, nonarchimedean valuation) with residue class field L which

is perfect. Then the following sequence, {l}->-5(Z,)-+5(Z,)->-^(G(Z))->-{l},

is exact and split. In what follows we use induction on m and the theorem

of Witt to determine the structure of B(Km).

3.1 Theorem.   £(ATm)^0 •=r1,m/2 Q/Zfor every nonnegative integer m.

Proof. Since K0 is algebraically closed and Kx is a c^-field, hence

B(k0) = B(K1) = {l} (see [5, p. 170]). Suppose that m>\. Since Km=Km_1

with respect to the valuation | |m, it follows from the theorem on Witt that

B(KJ s B(Km_x) © X(Gc(Km_l)).

By Proposition 2.3, x(GÂKm-i))^®TJi QIZ. By the induction hypothesis,

i^-xfeei-rr21*"1-1"2 QIZ- Therefore

(m-2)(m-l)/2 m-1 (m-l)m/2

B(KJ^       ©       ß/Z0©ß/Z^    ©    Q/Z.    Q.E.D.
i=l 1=1 ¿=1

4. The generators of B(Km). Let L be a field which contains an nth

primitive root of unity £„ and a, ß e L. Let (a, ß)n be the cyclic /.-algebra

of degree « which is generated by %, y with %n = u.,yn=ß and xy=Cnyx-

Let u, v be two central simple algebras over L. If u, v represent the same

element in B(L), then we write u~v.

4.1 Lemma.   Let (a, /?)„, (a, y)n be two cyclic L-algebras. Then

(a, ß)n X (a, y)B ~ (a, ßy)n.

Proof.   See [1, Theorem 11, p. 74].

4.2 Proposition. Let Lbe a cyclic extension of degree n over Km. Then

there exists t e L such that tn = tlltl' • ■ • t\f where yt eZ and L=Km(t).
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Proof. Since Km contains «th roots of unity, it follows from Hubert's

Theorem 90 that there exists u e L such that un e Km and L=Km(u). Let

«•»li!,, «¡4 where ut e Km_lt u^O.

un = u   tym( 1 + y u~xu      f l

By Lemma 2.1, there exists q{t} e Km such that ?{0"—l + 2<-i«TM+<f«-

Choose v=q{t}~1u, then vn = uYJ%1 and L = Km(v). Now uyeKm_1. By

using the same method successively, it follows that there exist t e L such

that L=Km(t) and f"-»p »>• • • r*«.

4.3 Theorem, {(fj, ¿,)„|l<í</<ím, l^y<«, «eZ+} is a ser o/

generators of B(Km).

Proof. Use induction on m. If w=0, 1, then ß(/:0)=JB(A:1)={l}, the

theorem is proved. Suppose m~>\ and A is a central simple algebra over

Km. It follows from a theorem of Witt [6] that there exists a central simple

algebra B over ATm_1 and a cyclic algebra C over Km such that ,4~B • C

where C is generated by t, or with Tn = tm, Km-1(a) is a cyclic extension of

degree n over Km_1 and t<t=£„o-t where £„ is an «th root of unity. By

Proposition 4.3, a can be chosen such that an = t{1122 ■ • ■ ffcf, y{ eZ.

Thus,

r — (tyity2 ■ ■ ■ tym~1 t )

By Lemma 4.1, C~X7-i ('J*. '™)n- On the other hand, it follows from the

induction hypothesis that B can be written as a product of (tj, t,)n with

l^/<j5j/n— 1, l^y<«and« eZ+. Hence the theorem is proved. Q.E.D.
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